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Abstract We present LO, NLO and NNLO sets of parton

distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton determined from

global analyses of the available hard scattering data. These

MMHT2014 PDFs supersede the ‘MSTW2008’ parton sets,

but they are obtained within the same basic framework. We

include a variety of new data sets, from the LHC, updated

Tevatron data and the HERA combined H1 and ZEUS data

on the total and charm structure functions. We also improve

the theoretical framework of the previous analysis. These

new PDFs are compared to the ‘MSTW2008’ parton sets. In

most cases the PDFs, and the predictions, are within one stan-

dard deviation of those of MSTW2008. The major changes

are the u − d valence quark difference at small x due to an

improved parameterisation and, to a lesser extent, the strange

quark PDF due to the effect of certain LHC data and a bet-

ter treatment of the D → µ branching ratio. We compare

our MMHT PDF sets with those of other collaborations; in

particular with the NNPDF3.0 sets, which are contemporary

with the present analysis.
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Fig. 1 MMHT2014 NNLO PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, with associated 68 % confidence-level uncertainty bands. The
corresponding plot of NLO PDFs is shown in Fig. 20

PDFs and their uncertainties, together with the values of the

input parameters. These sets of PDFs are the end products of

the analysis – the grids and interpolation code for the PDFs

can be found at [14] and will be available at [15] and a new

HepForge [16] project site is foreseen. An example is given

in Fig. 1, which shows the NNLO PDFs at scales of Q2 =
10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, including the associated one-

sigma (68 %) confidence-level uncertainty bands.

Section 5 also contains a comparison of the NLO and

NNLO PDFs with those of MSTW2008 [1]. The quality of

the fit to the data at LO is far worse than that at NLO and

NNLO, and is included for completeness, and because of

the potential use in LO Monte Carlo generators, though the

use of generators with NLO matrix elements is becoming far

more standard. In Sect. 6 we make predictions for various

benchmark processes at the LHC, and in Sect. 7 we discuss

other data sets that are becoming available at the LHC which

constrain the PDFs, but that are not included in the present

global fit due to failure to satisfy our cut-off date; we refer to

dijet and W + c production and to the top quark differential

distributions. In Sect. 8 we compare our MMHT PDFs with

those of the very recent NNPDF3.0 analysis [17], and also

with older sets of PDFs of other collaborations. In Sect. 9 we

present our conclusions.

2 Changes in the theoretical procedures

In this section, we list the changes in our theoretical descrip-

tion of the data, from that used in the MSTW analysis [1].

We also glance ahead to mention some of the main effects

on the resulting PDFs.

2.1 Input distributions

As is clear from the discussion in the Introduction, one

improvement is to use parameterisations for the input dis-

tributions based on Chebyshev polynomials. Following the

detailed study in [11], we take for most PDFs a parameteri-

sation of the form

x f (x, Q2
0) = A(1 − x)ηxδ

(

1 +
n

∑

i=1

ai T
Ch

i (y(x))

)

, (1)

where Q2
0 = 1 GeV2 is the input scale and the T Ch

i (y) are

Chebyshev polynomials in y, with y = 1 − 2xk , where we

take k = 0.5 and n = 4. The global fit determines the values

of the set of parameters A, δ, η, ai for each PDF, namely

for f = uV , dV , S, s+, where S is the light-quark sea

distribution

S ≡ 2(ū + d̄) + s + s̄. (2)

For s+ ≡ s+s̄ we set δ+ = δS . As argued in [1] the sea quarks

at very low x are governed almost entirely by perturbative

evolution, which is flavour independent, and any difference

in the shape at very low x is very quickly washed out. Hence,

we choose to assume that this universality in the very low x

shape is already evident at input. For s+ we also set the third

and fourth Chebyshev polynomials to be the same as for the

light sea, as there are not enough data which can constrain

the strange quark, while leaving all four parameters in the

polynomial free leads to instabilities.

We still have to specify the parameterisations of the gluon

and of the differences d̄ − ū and s − s̄. For the parameteri-

sation of # ≡ d̄ − ū we set η# = ηS + 2, and we use the

parameterisation

x#(x, Q2
0) = A#(1 − x)η# xδ#(1 + γ#x + ϵ#x2). (3)

The (poorly determined) strange quark difference is taken to

have a simpler input form than that in (1). That is,

s− ≡ x(s − s̄) = A−(1 − x)η− xδ−(1 − x/x0) (4)
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where A−, δ− and η− are treated as free parameters, and

where the final factor in (4) allows us to satisfy the third

number sum rule given in (6) below, i.e. x0 is a crossing point.

Finally, it was found long ago [18] that the global fit was

considerably improved by allowing the gluon distribution to

have a second term with a different small x power

xg(x, Q2
0) = Ag(1 − x)ηg xδg

(

1 +
2

∑

i=1

ag,i T
Ch

i (y(x))

)

+ Ag′(1 − x)ηg′ xδg′ , (5)

where ηg′ is quite large, and concentrates the effect of this

term towards small x . This means the gluon has seven free

parameters (Ag being constrained by the momentum sum

rule), which would be equivalent to using five Chebyshev

polynomials if the second term were absent.

The choice k = 0.5, giving y = 1 − 2
√

x in (1), was

found to be preferable in the detailed study presented in [11].

It has the feature that it is equivalent to a polynomial in
√

x ,

the same as the default MSTW parameterisation. The half-

integer separation of terms is consistent with the Regge moti-

vation of the MSTW parameterisation. The optimum order

of the Chebyshev polynomials used for the various PDFs is

explored in the fit. It generally turns out to be n = 4 or 5.

The advantage of using a parameterisation based on Cheby-

shev polynomials is the stability and good convergence of

the values found for the coefficients ai .

The input PDFs are subject to three constraints from the

number sum rules
∫ 1

0
dx uV (x, Q2

0) = 2,

∫ 1

0
dx dV (x, Q2

0) = 1,

∫ 1

0
dx (s(x, Q2

0) − s̄(x, Q2
0)) = 0, (6)

together with the momentum sum rule

∫ 1

0
dx x[uV (x, Q2

0) + dV (x, Q2
0) + S(x, Q2

0)

+ g(x, Q2
0)] = 1. (7)

We use these four constraints to fix Ag, Au, Ad and x0 in

terms of the other parameters. In total there are 37 free (PDF)

parameters in the optimum global fit, and there is also the

strong coupling defined at the scale of the Z boson mass MZ ,

i.e. αs(M2
Z ), which we allow to be free when determining the

best fit. Checks have been performed on our procedure which

show that there is extremely little sensitivity to variation in

Q2
0 for either the fit quality or the PDFs extracted.

2.2 Deuteron corrections

It is still the case that we need deep inelastic data on deuteron

targets [19–24] in order to fully separate the u and d distribu-

tions at moderate and large values of x . Thus we should con-

sider the correction factor c(x) to be applied to the deuteron

data

Fd(x, Q2) = c(x)[F p(x, Q2) + Fn(x, Q2)]/2, (8)

where we assume c is independent of Q2 and where Fn is

obtained from F p by swapping up and down quarks, and

anti-quarks; that is, isospin asymmetry is assumed. In the

MSTW analysis, motivated by [25], despite the fact that the

fit included all the deuteron data present in this analysis, the

theory was only corrected for shadowing for small values of

x , with a linear form for c with c = 0.985 at x = 0.01 and

c = 1 just above x = 0.1; above this point it was assumed

that c = 1.

In Ref. [11] we studied the deuteron correction factor in

detail. We introduced the following flexible parameterisation

of c(x), which allowed for the theoretical expectations of

shadowing (but which also allowed the deuteron correction

factor to be determined by the data):

c(x) = (1 + 0.01N ) [1 + 0.01c1ln2(x p/x)],

x < x p, (9)

c(x) = (1 + 0.01N ) [1 + 0.01c2ln2(x/x p)

+ 0.01c3ln20(x/x p)], x > x p, (10)

where x p is a ‘pivot point’ at which the normalisation is

(1+0.01N ). For x < x p there is freedom for c(x) to increase

or decrease smoothly depending on the sign of the parameter

c1. The same is true above x = x p, but the very large power in

the c3 term is added to allow for the expected rapid increase

of c(x) as x → 1 due to Fermi motion. If, as expected, there

is shadowing at low x and also a dip for high, but not too

high, x (that is, if both c1 and c2 are found to be negative),

then x p is where c(x) will be a maximum, as expected from

antishadowing (provided N > 0). If we fix the value of x p,

then the deuteron correction factor c(x) is specified by the

values of four parameters: the ci and N . In practice x p is

chosen to be equal to 0.05 at NLO, but a slightly smaller

value of x p = 0.03 is marginally preferred at NNLO.

As already emphasised, the introduction of a flexible

parameterisation of the deuteron correction, c(x), coupled

with the extended Chebyshev parameterisation of the input

PDFs was found [11], unlike MSTW [1], to describe the

data for lepton charge asymmetry from W ± decays well,

and, moreover, to give a much better description of the same

set of global data as used in the MSTW analysis. The only

blemish was that for the best possible fit the four-parameter

version of c(x) had an unphysical form (with c1 positive), so

the preferred fit, even though it was of slightly lower quality,

was taken to be the three-parameter form with c1 = 0. In the

present analysis (which includes the post-MSTW data) this

blemish does not occur, and the four-parameter form of the
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Table 1 The values of the
parameters for the deuteron
correction factor found in the
MMSTWW [11] and the present
(MMHT) global fits

PDF fit N c1 c2 c3 × 108

MMSTWW, 3 pars. 0.070 0 −0.608 3.36

MMSTWW, 4 pars. −0.490 0.349 −0.444 3.40

MMHT2014 NLO 0.630 ± 0.831 −0.116 ± 0.507 −0.758 ± 0.324 3.44 ± 1.89

MMHT2014 NNLO 0.589 ± 0.738 −0.116 ± 0.996 −0.384 ± 0.182 0.0489 ± 0.0056
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Fig. 2 The deuteron correction factors versus x at NLO shown for the
fits listed in Table 1. The error corridor for the MMHT2014 curve is
shown in Fig. 3, together with the result at NNLO

deuteron correction factor turns out to be much as expected

theoretically. The parameters are listed in Table 1 and the

corresponding deuteron correction factors shown in Fig. 2.

The fit quality for the deuteron structure function data for

MMSTWW at NLO with three parameters was 477/513, and

it was just a couple lower when four parameters were used.

For MMHT2014 at NLO the value is 471/513 and at NNLO

is slightly better at 464/513. Hence, the new constraints on

the flavour decomposition from the Tevatron and LHC are, if

anything, slightly improving the fit to deuteron data, though

part of the slight improvement is due to a small change in the

way in which NMC data is used – see Sect. 2.7.

The uncertainties for the parameters in the MMHT2014

PDF fits are also shown in Table 1. These values are quoted

as three times the uncertainty obtained using the standard

#χ2 = 1 rule. In practice we use the so-called “dynamic

tolerance” procedure to determine #χ2 for each of our eigen-

vectors, as explained in Section 6 of [1], and also discussed

in Sect. 5 of this article, and a precise determination of the

deuteron correction uncertainty is only obtained from the

similar scan over χ2 as used to determine eigenvector uncer-

tainties. However, a typical value is three times the #χ2 = 1

uncertainty, and this should give a fairly accurate representa-

tion of the deuterium correction uncertainty.3 The correlation

matrices for the deuteron parameters for the NLO and NNLO

analyses are, respectively,

3 This choice works well for PDF uncertainties, as discussed in [26].
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Fig. 3 The deuteron correction factors versus x at NLO and NNLO
with uncertainties (top) and at NLO compared to the CJ12 corrections
(bottom)

cNLO
i j =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1.000 −0.604 −0.693 0.177

−0.604 1.000 0.426 −0.116

−0.693 0.426 1.000 −0.360

0.177 −0.116 −0.360 1.000

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (11)

cNNLO
i j =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1.000 −0.540 −0.692 0.179

−0.540 1.000 0.371 −0.118

−0.692 0.371 1.000 −0.341

0.179 −0.118 −0.341 1.000

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (12)

We plot the central values and uncertainties of the deuteron

corrections at NLO and at NNLO in the higher plot of Fig. 3.

One can see that the uncertainty is of order 1 % in the region

0.01 ! x ! 0.4 well constrained by deuteron data. Although

the best fits now correspond to a decrease as x becomes very

small this is not determined within even a one standard devi-

ation uncertainty band. The lack of deuteron data at high x ,
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x " 0.75, mean that the correction factor is not really well

determined in this region, and the uncertainty is limited by

the form of the parameterisation. However, the sharp upturn

at x ∼ 0.6 is driven by the data.

Until recently, most of the other groups that have per-

formed global PDF analyses do not include deuteron correc-

tions. An exception is the analysis of Ref. [27]. In the present

work, and in MMSTWW [11], we have allowed the data to

determine what the deuteron correction should be, with an

uncertainty determined by the quality of the fit. The CTEQ-

Jefferson Lab collaboration [27] have performed three NLO

global analyses which differ in the size of the deuteron correc-

tions. They are denoted CJ12min, CJ12med and CJ12max,

depending on whether they have mild, medium or strong

deuteron corrections. We plot the comparison of these to our

NLO deuteron corrections in the lower plot of Fig. 3. The

CJ12 corrections are Q2-dependent due to target mass and

higher-twist contributions, as discussed in [28]. These con-

tributions die away asymptotically, so we compare to the

CJ12 deuteron corrections quoted at a very high Q2 value of

6400 GeV2. In the present analysis it turns out that the data

select deuteron corrections that are in very good agreement

for x > 0.2 with those given by the central CJ set, CJ12med.

The behaviour at smaller values of x is sensitive to the lepton

charge asymmetry data from W ± decays at the Tevatron and

LHC, the latter of which are not included in the CJ12 fits.

2.3 Nuclear corrections for neutrino data

The neutrino structure function data are obtained by scatter-

ing on a heavy-nuclear target. The NuTeV experiment [29]

uses an iron target, and the CHORUS experiment [30] scatters

on lead. Additionally the dimuon data from CCFR/NuTeV

[31] is also obtained from (anti)neutrino scattering from an

iron target. In the MSTW analysis [1] we applied the nuclear

corrections R f , defined as

f A(x, Q2) = R f (x, Q2, A) f (x, Q2), (13)

separately for each parton flavour f using the results of a

NLO fit by de Florian and Sassot [32]. The f A are defined

to be the PDFs of a proton bound in a nucleus of mass num-

ber A. In the present analysis we use the updated results of

de Florian et al., which are shown in Fig. 14 of [33]. The

nuclear corrections for the heavy flavour quarks are assumed

to be the same as that found for strange quarks, though the

contribution from heavy quarks is very small. The updated

nuclear corrections are quite similar, except for the strange

quark for x < 0.1, though this does not significantly affect

the extracted values of the strange quark. The new correc-

tions improve the quality of the fit by ∼25 units in χ2, spread

over a variety of data sets, including obvious candidates such

as NuTeV F2(x, Q2), but also HERA structure function data

and CDF jet data which are only indirectly affected by nuclear

corrections.

As in [1] we multiply the nuclear corrections by a three-

parameter modification function, Eq. (73) in [1], which

allows a penalty-free change in the details of the normali-

sation and shape. As in [1] the free parameters choose values

! 1, i.e. they chose modification of only a couple of per-

cent at most away from the default values. Hence, for both

deuteron and heavy-nuclear corrections, we allow the fit to

choose the final corrections with no penalty; but in both cases

the corrections are fully consistent with expectation, i.e. any

penalty applied would have very little effect.

2.4 General mass – variable flavour number scheme

(GM-VFNS)

The treatment of heavy flavours – charm, bottom – has an

important impact on the PDFs extracted from the global anal-

ysis due to the data available for Fh
2 (x, Q2) with h = c, b,

and also on the heavy flavour contribution to the total struc-

ture function at small x . Recall that there are two dis-

tinct regions where heavy quark production can be readily

described. For Q2 ∼ m2
h the massive quark may be regarded

as being only produced in the final state, while for Q2 ≫ m2
h

the quark can be treated as massless, with the ln(Q2/m2
h)

contributions being summed via the evolution equations. The

GM-VFNS is the appropriate way to interpolate between

these two regions, and as shown recently [34–36], the use

of the fixed-flavour number scheme (FFNS) leads to sig-

nificantly different results in a PDF fit to the GM-VFNS,

even at NNLO. However, there is freedom to define differ-

ent definitions of a GM-VFNS, which has resulted in the

existence of various prescriptions, each with a particular rea-

son for its choice. Well-known examples are the original

Aivazis–Collins–Olness–Tung (ACOT) [37] and Thorne–

Roberts (TR) [38] schemes, and their more recent refine-

ments [39–41]. The MSTW analysis [1] adopted the more

recent TR’ prescription in [41].

Ideally one would like any GM-VFNS to reduce exactly to

the correct fixed-flavour number scheme at low Q2 and to the

correct zero-mass VFNS as Q2 → ∞. This has been accom-

plished in [34], by introducing a new ‘optimal’ scheme which

improves the smoothness of the transition region where the

number of active flavours is increased by one. The optimal

scheme is adopted in the present global analysis.4

In general, at NLO, the PDFs, and the predictions using

them can vary by as much as 2 % from the mean value due

4 We do not treat the top quark as a parton, i.e. even at high scale we
remain in a five flavour scheme. Even at LHC energies the mass of the
top quark is quite large compared to any other scale in the process, and
the expressions for the cross sections for top production are all available
in the scheme where the top appears in the final state.
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Table 5 The values of χ2/Npts for the data sets included in the global
fit. For the NuTeV νN → µµX data, the number of degrees of free-
dom is quoted instead of Npts since smearing effects mean nearby points

are highly correlated. The details of corrections to data, kinematic cuts
applied and definitions of χ2 are contained in the text

Data set LO NLO NNLO

BCDMS µp F2 [125] 162/153 176/163 173/163

BCDMS µd F2 [19] 140/142 143/151 143/151

NMC µp F2 [20] 141/115 132/123 123/123

NMC µd F2 [20] 134/115 115/123 108/123

NMC µn/µp [21] 122/137 131/148 127/148

E665 µp F2 [22] 59/53 60/53 65/53

E665 µd F2 [22] 52/53 52/53 60/53

SLAC ep F2 [23,24] 21/18 31/37 31/37

SLAC ed F2 [23,24] 13/18 30/38 26/38

NMC/BCDMS/SLAC/HERA FL [20,24,63–65,125] 113/53 68/57 63/57

E866/NuSea pp DY [88] 229/184 221/184 227/184

E866/NuSea pd/pp DY [89] 29/15 11/15 11/15

NuTeV νN F2 [29] 35/49 39/53 38/53

CHORUS νN F2 [30] 25/37 26/42 28/42

NuTeV νN x F3 [29] 49/42 37/42 31/42

CHORUS νN x F3 [30] 35/28 22/28 19/28

CCFR νN → µµX [31] 65/86 71/86 76/86

NuTeV νN → µµX [31] 53/40 38/40 43/40

HERA e+ p NC 820 GeV [61] 125/78 93/78 89/78

HERA e+ p NC 920 GeV [61] 479/330 402/330 373/330

HERA e− p NC 920 GeV [61] 158/145 129/145 125 /145

HERA e+ p CC [61] 41/34 34/34 32/34

HERA e− p CC [61] 29/34 23/34 21/34

HERA ep Fcharm
2 [62] 105 /52 72/52 82/52

H1 99–00 e+ p incl. jets [126] 77/24 14/24 –

ZEUS incl. jets [127,128] 140/60 45/60 –

DØ II p p̄ incl. jets [119] 125/110 116/110 119/110

CDF II p p̄ incl. jets [118] 78/76 63/76 59/76

CDF II W asym. [66] 55/13 32/13 30/13

DØ II W → νe asym. [67] 47/12 28/12 27/12

DØ II W → νµ asym. [68] 16/10 19/10 21/10

DØ II Z rap. [90] 34/28 16/28 16/28

CDF II Z rap. [70] 95/28 36/28 40/28

ATLAS W +, W −, Z [10] 94/30 38/30 39/30

CMS W asymm pT > 35 GeV [9] 10/11 7/11 9/11

CMS asymm pT > 25 GeV, 30 GeV [77] 7/24 8/24 10/24

LHCb Z → e+e− [79] 76/9 13/9 20/9
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Table 5 continued

Data set LO NLO NNLO

LHCb W asymm pT > 20 GeV [78] 27/10 12/10 16/10

CMS Z → e+e− [84] 46/35 19/35 22/35

ATLAS high-mass Drell–Yan [83] 42/13 21/13 17/13

CMS double-diff. Drell–Yan [86] – 372/132 149/132

Tevatron, ATLAS, CMS σt t̄ [91–97] 53/13 7/13 8/13

ATLAS jets (2.76 +7 TeV) [107,108] 162/116 106/116 –

CMS jets (7 TeV) [106] 150/133 138/133 –

All data sets 3706/2763 3267/2996 2717/2663

$F = T

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i, j=1

∂ F

∂ai
Ci j

∂ F

∂a j
, (31)

where C ≡ H−1 is the covariance matrix, and T =
√

$χ2
global is the “tolerance” for the required confidence

interval, usually defined to be T = 1 for 68 % confidence
level.

It is very useful to diagonalise the covariance (or Hes-
sian) matrix [133], and work in terms of the eigenvectors.
The covariance matrix has a set of normalised orthonormal

eigenvectors vk defined by

n
∑

j=1

Ci jv jk = λkvik, (32)

where λk is the kth eigenvalue and vik is the i th compo-
nent of the kth orthonormal eigenvector (k = 1, . . . , n). The
parameter displacements from the global minimum can be
expanded in terms of rescaled eigenvectors eik ≡

√
λkvik :

$ai ≡ ai − a0
i =

∑

k

eik zk, (33)

i.e. the zk are the coefficients when we express a change
in parameters away from their best-fit values in terms of
the rescaled eigenvectors, and a change in parameters cor-
responding to $χ2

global = 1 corresponds to zk = 1. This
results in the simplification

χ2
global = χ2

min +
∑

k

z2
k . (34)

Eigenvector PDF sets S±
k can then be produced with param-

eters given by

ai (S±
k ) = a0

i ± t eik, (35)

with t adjusted to give the desired T =
√

$χ2
global. In the limit

that Eq. (29) is exact, i.e. there are no significant corrections
to quadratic behaviour, t ≡ T . We limit our number of eigen-
vectors so that this is true to a reasonable approximation. This
results in the PDF eigenvector sets being obtained by fixing
some of the parameters at their best-fit values, otherwise the
large degree of correlation between some parameters would
lead to significant violations in t ≈ T .

As in [1] we do not determine the size of the eigenvectors
using the standard $χ2 = 1 or T = 1 rule. Rather, we
allow T ̸= 1 to account, primarily, for the tensions in fitting
the different data sets within fixed-order perturbative QCD.
Neither do we use a fixed value of T . Instead we use the
“dynamical tolerance” procedure devised in [1]. In brief, we
define the 68 % confidence-level region for each data set n

(comprising N data points) by the condition that

χ2
n <

(

χ2
n,0

ξ50

)

ξ68, (36)

where ξ68 is the 68th percentile of the χ2-distribution with
N degrees of freedom, and ξ50 ≃ N is the most probable
value. For each eigenvector (in each of the two directions)
we then determine the values of t and T for which the χ2

n for
each data set n are minimised, together with 68 % confidence
level limits defined by values at which Eq. (36) ceases to be
satisfied. For a perfect data set we would only need the value
of ξ68, but for a number of data sets χ2

n,0 is not very close to
ξ50 (ξ50 ∼ npts), being potentially both higher and lower, as
seen in Table 5. For more details of the “dynamical tolerance”
procedure see Section 6.2 of [1].

5.3.2 Uncertainties of the MMHT2014 PDFs

The increase in the parameterisation flexibility in the present
MMHT analysis leads to an increase in the number of param-
eters left free in the determination of the PDF uncertainties,
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Table 6 continued Parameter LO NLO NNLO

a+,2 – 0.86501 0.88792

A− −0.53737 −0.01614 −0.011373

η− 14.402 7.1599 6.4376

δ− 0.91595 −0.26403 −0.26403

x0 0.056131 0.026495 0.028993

as compared to the MSTW2008 analysis. Indeed, we now
have 25 eigenvector pairs, rather than the 20 in [1] or even
the 23 in [11]. The 25 parameters13 left free for the deter-
mination of the eigenvectors consist of: η, δ, a2 and a3 for
each of the valence quarks, A, η, δ, a2 and a3 for the light
sea;

∫ 1
0 dx #(x, Q2

0), η and γ for d̄ − ū; η, δ, η− and δ− for
the gluon (or η, δ, a2 and a3 at LO); A, η and a2 for s+ (or
A, η and a1 at LO); and A and η for s−. During the determi-
nation of the eigenvectors all deuteron parameters, free coef-
ficients for nuclear corrections and all parameters associated
with correlated uncertainties, including normalisations, are
allowed to vary (some with appropriate χ2 penalty).

The most constraining data set for each eigenvector direc-
tion, and also the values of t and T are shown for the NLO fit
in Table 7. The fractional contribution to the total uncertainty
of each PDF is then also shown in summary in Table 8. The
same information is shown for the NNLO fit in Tables 9 and
10. One can see that for the vast majority of cases there is
good agreement between t and T at both NLO and NNLO.
Hence, within the region of 68 % uncertainty confidence lev-
els for the PDFs, the χ2 distribution is quite accurately a
quadratic function of the parameters. There is, however, a
reasonable degree of asymmetry between the t and T values
in the two directions for a single eigenvector, and it is nearly
always the case that it is a different data set which is the main
constraint in the two directions. In fact, the data set which
has the most rapid deterioration in fit quality in one direction
is often improving in fit quality until quite a high value of t

along the other direction. This is an indication of the tension
between data sets, with nearly all eigenvectors having some
data sets which pull in opposite directions. The values of t

and T for the 68 % confidence levels are on average about
t ≈ T ≈ 3, i.e. #χ2

global ≈ 10, though T 2 does vary between

about 1 unit and at most T 2 ≈ 40.
We comment briefly on the manner in which the values

of t and T arise for some illustrative cases. For a number of
eigenvectors there is one data set which is overwhelmingly
most constraining. Examples are eigenvectors 17 and 25 at
NLO and 7 and 25 at NNLO. A number of these are where
the constraint is from the E866/NuSea Drell–Yan ratio data,

13 The expressions for the input PDFs in terms of the parameters are
given in Sect. 2.1.

since this is one of the few data sets sensitive to the d̄ − ū

difference. In these cases the tolerance tends to be low. For
the cases where the tolerance is high there are some defi-
nite examples where this is due to tension between two data
sets. One of the clearest and most interesting examples is
eigenvector 13 at NLO. In this case the fit to HERA e+ p NC
820 GeV improves in one direction and deteriorates in the
other, while the fit to NMC structure function data for x < 0.1
deteriorates in one direction and improves in the other. In
this case the NMC data are at low Q2 and the HERA data at
higher Q2 and the fit does not match either perfectly simulta-
neously. The effect is smaller at NNLO though is evident in
eigenvector 3. Other cases where t is high and data sets are in
very significant tension are eigenvector 4 at NLO, where DØ
electron and muon asymmetry compete and eigenvector 20 at
NLO where CCFR and NuTeV dimuon data prefer a different
high-x strange quark. This complete tension is less evident in
NNLO eigenvectors. However, there are some cases where
one data set has deteriorating fit quality in one direction and
improving quality in the other, while another data set dete-
riorates quickly in one direction, but varies only slowly in
the other. Examples of this are eigenvectors 1 and 23 at NLO
and eigenvector 1 at NNLO. Often the variation of χ2 of all
data sets is fairly slow except for one data set in one direction
and a different data set in another direction. Examples of this
are eigenvector 22 at NLO and eigenvectors 10, 22 and 24 at
NNLO. A final type of cases is similar, but where one data
set deteriorates in both directions but one other deteriorates
slightly more quickly in one direction but very slowly in the
other. Examples are eigenvector 4 at NNLO, where BCDMS
data deteriorates in both directions but SLAC only in one
direction and eigenvector 21 at NNLO, where ATLAS W, Z

data deteriorates in both directions, but HERA data only in
one direction.

We do not show the details of the eigenvectors at LO since
we regard this as a much more approximate fit. However, we
note that at LO the good agreement between t and T breaks
down much more significantly, particularly for eigenvectors
with the highest few eigenvalues. This is a feature of even
more tension between data sets in the LO fit, and indeed, in
the NLO and NNLO fit we would regard these eigenvectors
as unstable, and discount them. However, we wish to obtain
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Table 7 Table of expected
√

#χ2 = t and true
√

#χ2 = T values for 68 % confidence-level uncertainty for each eigenvector and the most
constraining data sets for the MMHT2014 NLO fits

Eigen-vector +t T Most constraining data set −t T Most constraining data set

1 4.00 3.97 HERA e+ p NC 920 GeV 4.30 4.66 HERA e+ p NC 820 GeV

2 2.50 2.84 HERA e+ p NC 920 GeV 1.80 1.53 NMC µd F2

3 3.80 4.00 NMC.....HERA FL 3.70 3.69 NMC µd F2

4 4.05 4.00 DØ II W → νe asym. 5.00 5.11 DØ II W → νµ asym.

5 3.40 3.35 DØ II W → νµ asym. 4.20 4.45 NuTeV νN → µµX

6 1.85 1.88 NuTeV νN → µµX 3.70 3.71 DØ II W → νµ asym.

7 1.55 1.67 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY 2.15 2.03 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY

8 2.75 2.64 DØ II W → νµ asym. 1.90 2.01 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY

9 3.40 3.46 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY 3.80 3.78 BCDMS µp F2

10 3.15 3.47 NuTeV νN → µµX 2.40 2.13 NuTeV νN F2

11 3.80 3.86 CDF II W asym. 4.00 3.96 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY

12 3.70 3.53 SLAC ed F2 3.60 3.81 BCDMS µp F2

13 4.30 5.47 HERA e+ p NC 820 GeV 5.30 4.33 NMC µd F2

14 3.30 3.36 DØ II W → νe asym. 2.80 3.42 CMS W asym. pT > 35 GeV

15 2.90 3.08 NuTeV νN x F3 3.30 3.12 E866/NuSea pp DY

16 3.65 3.70 CDF II p p̄ incl. jets 2.65 2.64 NuTeV νN x F3

17 1.80 1.85 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY 2.40 2.16 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY

18 1.15 1.42 CMS asym. pT > 25, 30 GeV 2.60 3.19 BCDMS µp F2

19 2.60 2.86 CMS asym. pT > 25, 30 GeV 2.10 3.35 DØ II p p̄ incl. jets

20 1.60 1.72 CCFR νN → µµX 1.55 1.45 NuTeV νN → µµX

21 2.80 3.45 NuTeV νN → µµX 3.30 3.47 ATLAS W +, W −, Z

22 4.70 6.48 NuTeV νN x F2 4.00 3.67 NuTeV νN x F3

23 1.90 1.96 NuTeV νN → µµX 4.85 3.50 CCFR νN → µµX

24 2.35 3.13 HERA e+ p NC 920 GeV 3.75 4.27 HERA e+ p NC 920 GeV

25 2.50 2.63 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY 1.30 2.15 E866/NuSea pd/pp DY

a conservative uncertainty on the PDFs at LO, so keep the
same number of eigenvectors as at NLO and NNLO.

We see that there is some similarity between the eigen-
vectors for the NLO and NNLO PDFs, with some, e.g. 1, 5,
7, 19, 20, being constrained by the same data set and corre-
sponding to the same type of PDF uncertainty. In some cases
the order of the eigenvectors (determined by size of eigen-
value) is simply modified slightly by the changes between
the NLO and NNLO fit e.g. 3 at NLO and 2 at NNLO, 23 at
NLO and 24 at NNLO. However, despite the fact that the data
fit at NNLO is very similar to that at NLO, and the param-
eterisation of the input PDFs is identical, the changes in the
details of the NLO and NNLO fit are sufficient to remove
any very clear mapping between the eigenvectors in the two
cases, and some are completely different. We present the

details of the eigenvectors at NLO here for the best-fit value
of αS(M2

Z ) = 0.120. However, we also make available a
NLO PDF set with αS(M2

Z ) = 0.118 with both a central
value and a full set of eigenvectors (though the fit quality is
17 units worse for this value of αS(M2

Z )). It is perhaps com-
forting to note that there is a practically identical mapping
between the NLO eigenvectors for the two values of αS(M2

Z ),
with the main features of PDF uncertainties being the same,
without any modification of the order of the eigenvectors.
The precise values of t and T are modified a little, and in a
couple of cases the most constraining sets changed (always
for one which was almost the most constraining set at the
other coupling value). The uncertainties (defined by changes
in χ2 relative to the best-fit values in each case) are very
similar.
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Table 8 The three numbers in each entry are the fractional contribution
to the total uncertainty for the g, uv, . . . input distributions in the small
x (x < 0.01), medium x (0.01 < x < 0.1) and large x (x > 0.1)
regions, respectively, arising from eigenvector k in the NLO global fit.
Each number has been multiplied by ten; for example, 4 denotes 0.4. For

a precise value of x the sum of each column should be 10. However, the
entries shown are the maximum fraction in each interval of x , so often
do not satisfy this condition. In general we do not show contributions
below 5 %, but for the first two eigenvectors at NLO no uncertainty
contribution is this large, so we show the largest contributions

Eigen vector g uv dv S(ea) d̄ − ū s + s̄ s − s̄

1 – – – 0 0.3 0 – – –

2 – – – 0 0.4 0 – – –

3 4 0 0 – – – – – –

4 2 0 0 0 0 2 – – – – –

5 1 0 0 – – 1 0 0 – – 1 0 0

6 – – – – – – 2 1 2

7 – – – – 0 2 2 – –

8 – – 0 0 2 – 0 1 2 – –

9 – 1 2 3 – – 0 1 2 – –

10 – – – 2 1 0 – 2 3 1 –

11 – 0 1 2 2 3 4 – 0 1 1 – –

12 – 4 3 5 1 2 2 0 1 0 – – –

13 8 5 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 – – –

14 – – 2 3 7 – – – –

15 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 – –

16 0 1 5 1 2 2 0 1 2 0 3 3 1 2 0 – –

17 – – – 0 0 1 2 3 4 – –

18 – 4 4 0 0 1 0 – – – –

19 – – 2 3 2 – – – –

20 – – – 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 0

21 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 4 4 4 0 1 0 5 6 6 4 3 3

22 1 2 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 4 2 4 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 0

23 – 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 8 10

24 0 5 6 – 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 – –

25 – – – – 7 4 9 – –

5.3.3 Data sets which most constrain the MMHT2014

PDFs

It is very clear from Tables 7 and 9 that a wide variety of dif-
ferent data types are responsible for constraining the PDFs.
At NLO 6 of the 50 eigenvector directions are constrained by
HERA structure function data, 13 by fixed-target data struc-
ture function data, and 4 by the newest LHC data. Three of
the LHC driven constraints are on the valence quarks and
come from lepton asymmetry data. One is a constraint on
the strange quark from the ATLAS W and Z data. There are
still nine constraints from Tevatron data, again mainly on
the details of the light-quark decomposition. The CCFR and

NuTeV dimuon data [31] constrain eight eigenvector direc-
tions because they still provide by far the dominant constraint
on the strange and antistrange quarks, which have five free
parameters in the eigenvector determination. Similarly, the
E866 Drell–Yan total cross section asymmetry data constrain
10 eigenvector directions mainly because the asymmetry data
are still by far the best constraint on d̄ − ū, which has three
free parameters.

At NNLO the picture is quite similar, but now HERA
data constrain 11 eigenvector directions. Fixed-target data
are similar to NLO with 10, but the Tevatron reduces to
six. The LHC data now constrain eight eigenvector direc-
tions. As at NLO, this is dominantly lepton asymmetry data
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constraint from the data in the larger x domain. For the two

processes which constrain the high x gluon PDF, that is, jet

production and the differential distributions for top-quark-

pair production, it will be important to complete the NNLO

formalism. There are already some results for the former pro-

cess in [115–117] and for the latter process in [153]. On the

experimental side it will be important to reliably measure

the distributions for these processes, particularly for values

of pt
T and rapidity yt , which are as large as possible.
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